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JOE’S DECEMBER MOVIE RELEASES

Tuesday, December 6

Attack on Titan: Part 2 (NR) Foreign/Fantasy (Japan)

The popular tokusatsu adventure continues as Eren must use his special
gifts to understand and then conquer the Titans.
Borderless (NR) Foreign/Drama (Iran)
A young boy who has been fishing in a grounded ship at the zero-point
border finds his serenity interrupted when a stranger appears.
Call of Heroes (NR) Foreign/Action (Hong Kong)
A village must rise against a vicious and depraved warlord who wants
revenge after his son is convicted of murder.
Dead Rising 2: End Game (NR) Action/Horror
An investigative reporter must stop a secret government conspiracy
amidst the zombie-infested quarantined zone of East Mission City.
The Devil’s Dolls (NR) Horror
An ancient curse consumes a city, causing a series of brutal murders
and pitting a detective against time to save his daughter’s life.
Don’t Think Twice (R) Comedy/Drama -- Mike Birbiglia
When a member of a popular improv troupe gets a huge break, the rest
of the group start to realize that not everyone is going to make it after all.
Eliminators (R) Action/Drama
A former US Federal Agent must abandon the witness protection
program and come out of hiding when his London home is invaded.
The Falls: Covenant of Grace (NR) Studio Q/Drama
This third and final film of the Falls trilogy revisits former Mormon
missionaries Chris and RJ as they formulate a plan to finally be together.
Frontier (NR) Crime/Drama
A young woman on the run from the law turns up at an isolated diner and
motel, and trades one set of problems for another.
A Girl Like Grace (NR) Drama
Raised by a single mother, a bullied 17-year-old girl seeks guidance from
her best friend and the girl’s older sister.
Great Gilly Hopkins (PG) Family/Drama
Twelve-year-old wisecracking Gilly Hopkins finds herself shuffled from
foster home to foster home until she meets Maime Trotter.
Hollars (PG13) Comedy/Drama -- Sharito Copley, John Krasinski
A man returns to his small hometown after learning that his mother has
fallen ill and is about to undergo surgery.
If There’s a Hell Below (NR) Thriller
An ambitious young journalist at an independent Chicago weekly has a
lead on a dangerous story that could make or break his career.
In Order of Disappearance (R) Foreign/Action (Norway)
An honorable man in the winter mountains of Norway ignites a war
between a gangster and a mafia boss when his son is mistakenly killed.

Jason Bourne (PG13) Spies/Action -- Matt Damon, Tommy Lee Jones

The CIA’s most dangerous former operative is drawn out of hiding to
uncover more explosive truths about his past.
Kicks (R) Adventure/Drama
A 15-year-old goes on a dangerous mission through Oakland to retrieve his
stolen pair of fresh Air Jordan shoes.
Knucklehead (PG13) Drama
A con artist incurs a large debt with a local criminal ringleader, and creates
a get-rich-quick scheme with an unwitting accomplice.
The Late Bloomer (R) Comedy/Drama
A man experiences all the changes and effects of puberty over a threeweek period due to a rare medical condition.
1000 Rupee Note (NR) Foreign/Drama (India)
A poor widow receives a thousand-rupee note from a politician at election
time, but the note proves to be a mixed blessing.
Our Little Sister (NR) Foreign/Drama (Japan)
Three sisters who live with their grandmother travel to the countryside upon
the death of their father, and meet their half-sister for the first time.
Ordinary World (NR) Comedy/Drama -- Billie Joe Armstrong, Selma Blair
A former punk rocker, ten years into his band’s “indefinite hiatus,” struggles
with his adjustment to the real world.
The Secret Life of Pets (NR) Animated
The quiet life of a terrier named Max is upended when his owner takes in
Duke, a stray whom Max instantly dislikes.
Teenage Kicks (NR) Studio Q/Drama
A teenager’s plans to escape his migrant family and run away with his best
friend are crushed by the accidental death of his older brother.
Trash Fire (R) Horror/Thriller -- Adrian Grenier
Forced to confront the past, a young man and his girlfriend become
entangled in a horrifying web of lies, deceit and murder.

Tuesday, December 13
Barney Thomson (NR) British Comedy

An awkward hairdresser enters the grotesque and comically absurd world
of the serial killer in this dark comedy.
Ben-Hur (PG13) Action/Adventure -- Jack Huston, Toby Kebbell
Judah Ben-Hur, falsely accused of treason by his adopted brother, returns
to his homeland after years at sea to seek revenge.
Bridget Jones’s Baby (PG13) Comedy -- Renee Zellweger, Colin Firth
Bridget’s focus on single life and her career is interrupted when she finds
herself pregnant, and not sure of the identity of her baby’s father.
Brother Nature (R) Comedy
A strait-laced politician finds his plans to propose to his dream girl at her
family’s lake house go awry when he meets his potential brother-in-law.

Counter Clockwise (NR) Sci-Fi

A scientist who accidentally invents time travel is zapped six months into
the future where he finds himself in a sinister upside down world.
Dept Q Trilogy (NR) Foreign/Crime (Denmark)
Three police procedurals from novels by Danish author Jussi Adler-Olsen
about an inspector in charge of cold cases.
The Devil Lives Here (NR) Foreign/Horror (Brazil)
Terrifying tale of demonic spirits, black slavery and a group of young
people terrorized by what they have unwittingly unleashed.
Disorder (NR) Foreign/Drama (France)
An ex-soldier with PTSD is hired to protect the wife and child of a wealthy
Lebanese businessman while he’s out of town.
End of a Gun (R) Action/Crime – Steven Seagal
A former DEA agent strikes a deal with a mysterious and seductive woman
to help her steal two million dollars from a sadistic drug lord.
Equity (R) Drama -- Anna Gunn
A senior investment banker is threatened by a financial scandal and must
untangle a web of corruption.
Florence Foster Jenkins (PG13) Comedy/Drama -- Meryl Streep
In 1940s New York, a legendary NY heiress and socialite pursues her
dream of becoming a great singer, despite her absolute lack of talent.
Green is Gold (R) Crime/Drama
After a teenage boy’s father goes to prison, he is forced to live with his
older brother who has a compromising trade.
Killer Rack (NR) Horror/Comedy
A woman suffering from low self-esteem gets breast enhancement
surgery, unaware that her surgeon worships H.P. Lovecraft’s elder gods.
Land & Shade (NR) Foreign/Drama (France)
An old farmer returns home after a long absence to tend to his son, who
is gravely ill, and tries to make up for his past mistakes.
Little Men (PG) Family/Drama -- Greg Kinnear, Jennifer Ehle
A new pair of best friends have their bond tested by their parents’ battle
over a dress shop lease.
Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children (PG13) Family/Adventure
When Jacob discovers clues to a mystery that stretches across time, he
finds Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children.
Morgan (R) Horror/Sci-Fi
A corporate risk-management consultant must decide whether or not to
terminate an artificially created humanoid being.
Other People (NR) Studio Q/Drama -- Jesse Plemons, Molly Shannon
A struggling comedy writer, fresh off a breakup and during the worst year
of his life, returns to Sacramento to care for his dying mother.
Southside With You (PG13) Drama/Romance
Biopic chronicles the summer 1989 afternoon when future President Obama
wooed his future First Lady on a first date across Chicago’s South Side.

Tuesday, December 20
Goat (R) Drama -- Ben Schnetzer, Nick Jonas

Reeling from a terrifying assault over the summer, a 19-year-old student
starts college determined to get his life back to normal.
Greater (PG) Sports/Drama -- Christopher Severio, Neal McDonough
The big screen biopic of Brandon Burlsworth, possibly the greatest walkon in the history of college football.
It Had to Be You (R) Comedy/Romance
A neurotic jingle writer has to decide whether to join the ranks of her
married friends or pursue her dreams.
The Magnificent Seven (PG13) Western
Seven gun men in the old west come together to help a poor village
against savage thieves.
Storks (PG) Animated
To remain relevant, Storks have moved on from delivering babies to
packages, when an order for a baby suddenly appears.
Sully (PG13) Action/Drama -- Tom Hanks
The story of Chesley Sullenberger, the American pilot who became a hero
after landing his damaged plane on the Hudson River.

31 (NR) Horror

From the mind of Rob Zombie comes the horrific story of five carnival
workers who are kidnapped and held hostage in a large compound.

Tuesday, December 27

American Honey (R) Comedy/Drama – Sasha Lane. Shia LaBeouf

A teenage girl from a troubled home runs away with a traveling crew that
drives across the midwest selling magazine subscriptions door to door.
Coming Through Rye (PG13) Drama
In 1969, the Holden Caulfield obsessed Jamie Schwartz runs away from
boarding school to find the reclusive author J.D. Salinger.
Dog Eat Dog (NR) Crime/Drama – Nicholas Cage, Willem Dafoe
Two ex-cons are hired by an eccentric mob boss to kidnap a baby for a
large ransom.
The Dressmaker (R) Drama -- Kate Winslet, Liam Hemsworth
A glamorous woman returns to her small town in Australia, where she
transforms the women and exacts revenge on those who did her wrong.
In a Valley of Violence (R) Western -- Ethan Hawke, John Travolta
A mysterious stranger and a random act of violence drag a town of misfits
and nitwits into the bloody crosshairs of revenge.
Kill Command (NR) Sci-Fi/Action
Set in the not so distant future, a technology-reliant society pits man
against killing machines.
A Man Called Ove (PG13) Foreign/Comedy (Sweden)
An ill-tempered, isolated retiree has finally given up on life just as an
unlikely friendship develops with his boisterous new neighbors.
No Manches Frida (NR) Foreign/Comedy (Mexico) -- Omar Chaparro
A recently released con goes to recover stolen money buried by his ditzy
accomplice only to find that Frida Kahlo High has built a gym over the loot.
Pet (R) Suspense
An introverted man fatefully reconnects with a high school classmate, and
when she spurns his advances things take a dark turn.
Snowden (R) Drama/Suspense -- Joseph Gordon-Levitt
The untold personal story of Edward Snowden, the polarizing figure who
exposed shocking illegal surveillance activities by the NSA.
The Week (NR) Comedy -- Rick Gomez
A washed-up TV host whose wife dumps him right before their 10-year
anniversary decides to go through with the week-long party by himself.
When the Bough Breaks (PG13) Drama/Thriller
A surrogate mom for a couple becomes dangerously obsessed with the
soon-to-be father.

New Documentaries

Altruism Revolution (NR) -- 12/6
Curse of the Man Who Sees UFOs (NR) -- 12/6
Dying of the Light (NR) -- 12/6
Just Eat It (NR) -- 12/6
Fake It So Real (NR) -- 12/13
Hooligan Sparrow (NR) -- 12/13
For the Love of Spock (NR) -- 12/20
Hitchcock/Truffaut (NR) -- 12/20
Oasis: Supersonic (NR) -- 12/20
Nature: The Story of Cats (NR) -- 12/27

New Holiday Movies
Miracle on Christmas (NR) -- 12/6
Christmas All Over (NR) -- 12/13

New TV on DVD

The Bureau: Season 1 (France) (NR) -- 12/6
American Gothic: Season 1 (NR) -- 12/13
Fear the Walking Dead: Season 2 (NR) -- 12/13
Father Brown: Season 4 (BBC) (NR) -- 12/20
Ray Donovan: Season 4 (NR) -- 12/27
Versailles: Season 1 (NR) -- 12/27

